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WYSIWYG_6x - Formatting breaks "header" status

Status
● Open

Subject
WYSIWYG_6x - Formatting breaks "header" status

Version
6.x

Category
• Usability
• Regression
• Consistency

Feature
WYSIWYG (What You See is What You Get)
Wiki Plugin (extends basic syntax)
Wiki Syntax (text area, parser, external wiki, etc)
HTML page

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
tpinet

Lastmod by
tpinet

Rating
★★★★☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆ (0) ☺

Description
We are using Tiki v6.2 vanilla, PHP 5.3.3. When using the WYSIWYG_6x default profile of:

Editing and Plugins
Wiki Paragraph formatting (ON, however default: off)
...but still create line breaks within paragraphs (on)
HTML Purifier (on)

Wiki
Allow HTML (on, however default: off)

WYSIWYG
Content is parsed like wiki page (on)
Content is partially wiki parsed (off)
Use Wiki syntax in WYSIWYG (off)
we can not format the header (color it red) without breaking the "header" status.

Currently we have a page with a {maketoc} at the top and a bunch of h1, h2, h3 headers. We wanted to make the text color red for one of the h1 titles so it was more visible to users. Once we did this in the WYSIWYG editor, the header is no longer listed in the maketoc AND the Edit Section button is gone next to the header text. This may be associated with another bug http://dev.tiki.org/tiki-view_tracker_item.php?itemId=3763.

Importance
9 high

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
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3878
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